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in the Pacific, 1795–1850

Sujit Sivasundaram
Behold yon rustic temple, pillared round
With stems of stately tamanu and bound
With wattled boughs, and white and shining wall,
And wicker doors, thrown wide to welcome all
And graceful cocoa-plumes and plaintain leaves
Crowning its roof and drooping round its eaves!
The pulpit steps are propt on warriors' spears –
The peaceful badge of sanguinary years!
While poisoned shafts and hatchets hung on high,
And clubs like votive tablets, catch the eye –
And gods, whose demon-dynasty is o'er
Support the roof or fence the sacred door –
Like vassals conquered in the field of war,
And chained like trophies to the victor's car [...]
Such is the temple of the rising state!
The pledge and promise of a happier fate! –
An infant Zion pointing to the skies,
To melt the heart and 'draw the wondering eyes!' [...]
How sweet, how lovely, in this isle remote,
The first fair landmark raised to holy thought!
Fresh as a fountain in the wilderness,
Its living springs shall heal the land's distress! [...]
All – all is changed! Where'er I turn mine eyes,
The monuments of peace and love arise! [...]
Little he deemed, who led the first enterprise,
To watch the wheeling worlds that light yon skies –
How soon – where thirst of science paved the way –
The 'Men of Peace' should bring a brighter day!
How soon – attracted by a brighter star,
The light of Faith should follow from afar,
Divulge new worlds – the slumbering isles arouse,
Decked like a bride to meet her heavenly spouse!

Extracted from, Anon, Polynesia, or Missionary Toils and Triumphs in the South Seas. A Poem (London, 1839), 75–81. The author refers to the chapel of Raiatea, which was built by the missionaries who are at the focus of this book (lines 1–22) and to the voyages of Captain James Cook, which provided the inspiration for missionary work in the Pacific (lines 25–30).
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